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QUESTION 1

Which of the following packets should NOT be dropped at a firewall protecting an organization\\'s internal network? 

A. Inbound packets with Source Routing option set 

B. Router information exchange protocols 

C. Inbound packets with an internal address as the source IP address 

D. Outbound packets with an external destination IP address 

Correct Answer: D 

Normal outbound traffic has an internal source IP address and an external destination IP address. Traffic with an
internal source IP address should only come from an internal interface. Such packets coming from an external interface
should be dropped. Packets with the source-routing option enabled usually indicates a network intrusion attempt. Router
information exchange protocols like RIP and OSPF should be dropped to avoid having internal routing equipment being
reconfigured by external agents. Source: STREBE, Matthew and PERKINS, Charles, Firewalls 24seven, Sybex 2000,
Chapter 10: The Perfect Firewall. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following would provide the BEST stress testing environment taking under consideration and avoiding
possible data exposure and leaks of sensitive data? 

A. Test environment using test data. 

B. Test environment using sanitized live workloads data. 

C. Production environment using test data. 

D. Production environment using sanitized live workloads data. 

Correct Answer: B 

The best way to properly verify an application or system during a stress test would be to expose it to "live" data that has
been sanitized to avoid exposing any sensitive information or Personally Identifiable Data (PII) while in a testing
environment. Fabricated test data may not be as varied, complex or computationally demanding as "live" data. A
production environment should never be used to test a product, as a production environment is one where the
application or system is being put to commercial or operational use. It is a best practice to perform testing in a non-
production environment. 

Stress testing is carried out to ensure a system can cope with production workloads, but as it may be tested to
destruction, a test environment should always be used to avoid damaging the production environment. Hence, testing
should never take place in a production environment. If only test data is used, there is no certainty that the system was
adequately stress tested. 

Incorrect answers: 

Test environment using test data. This is incorrect because live data is typically more useful during stress testing 

Production environment using test data. This is incorrect because the production environment should not be used for
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testing. 

Production environment using live workloads. This is incorrect because the production environment should not be used
for testing. 

Source: Information Systems Audit and Control Association, Certified Information Systems Auditor 2002 review manual,
chapter 6: Business Application System Development, Acquisition, Implementation and Maintenance (page 299). 

And: 

KRUTZ, Ronald L. and VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer Security,
2001, John Wiley and Sons, Page 251. 

And: 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following would be the best criterion to consider in determining the classification of an information asset? 

A. Value 

B. Age 

C. Useful life 

D. Personal association 

Correct Answer: A 

Information classification should be based on the value of the information to the organization and its sensitivity
(reflection of how much damage would accrue due to disclosure). 

Age is incorrect. While age might be a consideration in some cases, the guiding principles should be value and
sensitivity. 

Useful life. While useful lifetime is relevant to how long data protections should be applied, the classification is based on
information value and sensitivity. 

Personal association is incorrect. Information classification decisions should be based on value of the information and
its sensitiviry. 

References 

CBK, pp. 101 - 102. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is NOT a basic component of security architecture? 

A. Motherboard 

B. Central Processing Unit (CPU 
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C. Storage Devices 

D. Peripherals (input/output devices) 

Correct Answer: A 

The CPU, storage devices and peripherals each have specialized roles in the security archecture. The CPU, or
microprocessor, is the brains behind a computer system and performs calculations as it solves problemes and performs
system tasks. Storage devices provide both long- and short- term stoarge of information that the CPU has either
processed or may process. Peripherals (scanners, printers, modems, etc) are devices that either input datra or receive
the data output by the CPU. 

The motherboard is the main circuit board of a microcomputer and contains the connectors for attaching additional
boards. Typically, the motherboard contains the CPU, BIOS, memory, mass storage interfaces, serial and parallel ports,
expansion slots, and all the controllers required to control standard peripheral devices. 

Reference(s) used for this question: 

TIPTON, Harold F., The Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CISSP CBK (2007), page 308. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following NAT firewall translation modes offers no protection from hacking attacks to an internal host using
this functionality? 

A. Network redundancy translation 

B. Load balancing translation 

C. Dynamic translation 

D. Static translation 

Correct Answer: D 

Static translation (also called port forwarding), assigns a fixed address to a specific internal network 

resource (usually a server). 

Static NAT is required to make internal hosts available for connection from external hosts. It merely 

replaces port information on a one-to-one basis. This affords no protection to statistically translated hosts: 

hacking attacks will be just as efficiently translated as any other valid connection attempt. 

NOTE FROM CLEMENT: 

Hiding Nat or Overloaded Nat is when you have a group of users behind a unique public IP address. This 

will provide you with some security through obscurity where an attacker scanning your network would see 

the unique IP address on the outside of the gateway but could not tell if there is one user, ten users, or 

hundreds of users behind that IP. 
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NAT was NEVER built as a security mechanism. 

In the case of Static NAT used for some of your servers for example, your web server private IP is map to 

a valid external public IP on a one on one basis, your SMTP server private IP is mapped to a static public 

IP, and so on. 

If an attacker scan the IP address range on the external side of the gateway he would discover every 

single one of your servers or any other hosts using static natting. Ports that are open, services that are 

listening, and all of this info could be gathered just as if the server was in fact using a public IP. It does not 

provide this security through obscurity mentioned above. 

All of the other answer are incorrect. 

Reference used for this question: 

STREBE, Matthew and PERKINS, Charles, Firewalls 24seven, Sybex 2000, Chapter 7: Network Address 

Translation. 
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